Responses to questions for RFR WCCB7400005

Question #1
Is any vendor company currently performing or in the recent past performed this service for WCC? If so,
who is the vendor company and what is the solicitation# under which the contract was awarded?
No
Question #2
Is the company who conducted the business process and technology assessment (BPTA) eligible to bid on
this RFR or is it a conflict of interest for them and they are not eligible to bid on this?
The company is not eligible to bid.
Question #3
Is this a new position or a re-compete?
This is a new position
Question #4
Our evaluation suggests that the base description and requirements for the CATS+ Project Manager
classification do not appropriately align with WCCB7400005. Instead, the CATS+ Program Manager
classification appears to be a stronger alignment, albeit still slightly ‘off-the-mark’ when compared to the
requirements expressed within WCCB7400005. Will the WCC advise all prospective offers as to its’ title
of preference or otherwise revise the stated requirements so that prospective offerors may more clearly
select the correct classification?
The Workers’ Compensation Commission is asking that prospective offerors submit their responses based
on the requirements and specifications as per the written solicitation, RFR for a Senior Project Manager.
Question #5
When we compare the subject RFR received via e-mail with the corresponding entry on the CATS+
TORFP Status website (http://doit.maryland.gov/contracts/Pages/CATSPlusTORFPStatus.aspx) we find a
discrepancy in “Requesting Agency” – the RFR says “Workers’ Compensation Commission”; the website
indicates “Dept of State Police” – can you clarify which agency it is?
The RFR was issued by the Workers’ Compensation Commission and has been corrected on line.
Question #6
Duration mentioned in the RFR document is 1 Base year and 4 optional years, whereas in the attachment
2 price quote has been asked for the period of 3 years. Please confirm the same.
Please see the revised “Attachment 2” reflecting the correct time period of one (1) Base year with four (4)
Optional years
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